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Executive Summary
Title: Red Teaming in the Marine Corps
Author: Major Ron Rega, United States Marine Corps
Thesis: Conceptually, what a red team does seems straightforward and is clearly articulated in
the 35th Commandant’s 2010 Planning Guidance; however, how it does its job is less obvious. In
order to effectively utilize red teaming within MEF and MEB staffs, there must be organizational
processes that integrate independent red teaming viewpoints, a robust interaction between the red
team and other staff sections within the organization, and independence to avoid being
“captured” by the bureaucracy. These conditions enable the generation of relevant and timely
red team input that aids decision making and influences how the organization views the problems
it is facing.

Discussion: The 2010 Commandant’s Planning Guidance mandates the institutionalization of red
teaming within resident senior enlisted and officer professional military education. Additionally,
he directs the establishment of red teams at each MEF and MEB staff. Red team tasks include
challenging an organization’s prevailing notions; rigorously test current tactics, techniques and
procedures (TTPs); and counter groupthink in order to increase organizational effectiveness,
improve decision making, and aid in mission accomplishment. However, the lack of doctrine,
acceptable standards, and a menu of placement options within MEF and MEB staff are creating
institutional confusion and degrading the effectiveness of this concept. The red team is chartered
with a completely different mission than any other staff section within the MEF or MEB staff;
therefore, these staffs must understand the necessary conditions and placement options that
enable effective red teaming. The purpose of this monograph is to analyze red team
effectiveness utilizing case studies and introduce five distinct red teaming models that provide
placement options for red teams within MEF and MEB staffs.

Conclusion: A greater understanding of placement options and conditions required for
effective red teaming will help commanders and their staffs utilize this concept more effectively.
These conditions facilitate red teaming and allow for timely and relevant input into the
organization’s critical processes. Ultimately, an organization that understands and embraces red
teaming enhances its adaptability and organizational effectiveness. Finally, the Marine Corps
requires red team doctrine and acceptable standards in order to overcome the institutional
misunderstanding that is currently degrading the effectiveness of this concept.
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Preface
Challenging an organization’s way of doing business is not easy. It is also hard to defend
expending time and resources toward a capability that has no accepted standards, no formalized
doctrine, and little institutional understanding in terms of how to conduct red teaming at the
operational level. I have had the opportunity to spend three years as a red teamer. From 2009 to
2012 I served as a red teamer with the US Army’s service level Red Team, the US Marine
Corps’ service level Red Team, and deployed to Afghanistan and served on the Regional
Command (South West) Red Team. Throughout this time, ‘discovery learning’ and trial and
error were the means in which I gained an understanding on how red teaming can be utilized and
integrated into a staff’s processes in order to strengthen its plans or help gain a better
understanding of the threats the organization is facing. This needs to change. This monograph is
a first step towards normalizing red teaming within the Marine Corps by providing insights into
the conditions that need to be present within an organization for the red team to be effective
within an operational level staff. However, this is a small step; the development of doctrine and
standards are essential in order to facilitate organizational and institutional understanding.
Without this, red teaming in the Marine Corps is doomed to fail.
I would like to express my gratitude to Dr. Benjamin Jensen and Dr. Frank “Scott” Douglas.
Their patience, expertise, and willingness to ask the hard questions have been instrumental in
developing my understanding of how red teaming can be utilized in the Marine Corps. I would
also like to thank the other Marine Corps officers and civilians who I had the pleasure of
working with and learning from during my time as a red teamer. Most importantly, I would like
to thank my family for their endless support and encouragement.
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Introduction
Effective red teaming will be much more influenced by a change in the culture of the enterprise
than by attempts to institutionalize red teaming or putting someone in charge.
Defense Science Board Task Force, “The Role and Status of DoD Red Teaming Activities”, 2003

MEF and MEB Red Teaming: Required Conditions
This study analyzes the conditions required for effective red teaming and employment
methods through a case study analysis and provides placement options in order to enhance the
red team’s effectiveness and the organization’s capability to accomplish its mission. Through
this understanding, each Marine Expeditionary Force (MEF) and Marine Expeditionary Brigade
(MEB) can make informed decisions in regards to the placement, focus, and tasks their red team
will be required to accomplish. Additionally, this study addresses some of the most common
obstacles red team members will face while conducting red teaming at the MEF or MEB level.
With the Marine Corps’ experience of the past decade in complex operations and its renewed
institutional emphasis on thinking critically coupled with projected manpower reductions,
conducting red teaming at the MEF and MEB level must be clearly understood and articulated in
doctrine in order to ensure successful execution of this concept.
Conceptually, what a red team does seems straightforward and is clearly articulated in the
35th Commandant’s 2010 Planning Guidance; however, how it does its job is less obvious. 1 In
order to effectively utilize red teaming within MEF and MEB staffs, there must be organizational
processes that integrate independent red teaming viewpoints, a robust interaction between the red
team and other staff sections within the organization, and independence to avoid being
“captured” by the bureaucracy. These conditions enable the generation of relevant and timely
red team input that aids decision making and influences how the organization views the problems
it is facing.
1

A clear understanding of how red teaming can be utilized at the MEF and MEB level is
essential in order to effectively accomplish its mission to challenge prevailing notions; rigorously
test current tactics, techniques, and procedures; and counter group-think. Ultimately, the
following question needs answering: How can the Marine Corps most effectively conduct red
teaming at the MEF and MEB level in order to accomplish its stated purpose?
In order to effectively utilize a red team, it is critical to understand the required
conditions that need to be in place within an organization. Three conditions required to red team
at an operational level staff include: 1) Organizational processes that integrate independent red
teaming viewpoints; 2) A robust interaction between the red team and other staff sections within
the organization; and 3) Independence to avoid being “captured” by the bureaucracy. 2 These
three conditions enable timely generation of red team products that influence how the
organization views the problems it is facing.
The first condition needed is organizational processes that integrate independent red
teaming viewpoints. This allows the organization to seriously consider and act upon the output
of the red team. This includes integrating red team products within the Marine Corps Planning
Process through active participation in operational planning teams. Additionally, integrating the
red team within working groups and senior level discussions provides it with valuable insight
and enables the team to provide relevant and timely products and input for the organization. Red
team products developed for problem framing, course of action development, and course of
action war gaming are indicators of a red team effectively integrating into the critical processes
of the MEF or MEB.
The second condition needed is a robust interaction between the red team and other staff
sections within the organization. This interaction allows establishing a win-win environment in
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which the organization gains a greater appreciation for the issues it is facing. A robust
interaction between the red team and other staff sections facilitates a shared understanding and
demonstrates to the organization that the team is not a threat; rather, it adds value to their efforts.
Interaction between the red team and blue planners is accomplished in a number of ways, which
includes discreet, professional feedback and a persuasive approach. This does not mean friction
will not be produced because of a red team point of view; red teaming by its very nature creates
friction. The red team is chartered to conduct a fundamentally different mission; therefore, this
necessitates an understanding of the importance of personal relationships, and building those
relationships as early and as quickly as possible. Therefore, a robust interaction and building
personal relationships help the red team overcome organizational obstacles, and ultimately allow
the red team to become more effective.
The final condition needed within an organization is red team independence in order to
avoid being “captured” by the bureaucracy. This allows the red team the ability to be
independent and not become subordinate to the organization or project it is challenging. The
environment of the organization should not suppress the red team when challenging deeply held
assumptions or offering new ideas. Additionally, the red team requires the flexibility to be
utilized internally across the organization and externally to higher, adjacent, and subordinate
units. This freedom of movement and independence is essential to provide horizontal staff
integration, maintain situational awareness, and aid in decision-making. Overall, these
conditions are necessary in order to ensure the red team is effectively utilized and can provide
input that aids in decision making and influences how the organization views the problems it is
facing.

3

Research Methodology
To understand and explore the different ways that red teaming can be conducted within
an organization, this study conducts historical case studies of red team execution within the
military from the inception of the Third Marine Air Wing fusion cell in 2004 through the present.
Case selection is based on historical variance and difference in focus as well as red team
placement within the organization. In analyzing the cases, the research will seek to determine
what ways red teaming was integrated into the organization’s processes, and what conditions
were present within the team or within the organization writ large that allowed effective
integration to take place.
Additionally, discussing the composition of red teams provides a better understanding of
who served on these teams and how this may affect placement of the team within the
organization. Size, diversity, and qualifications of red team members should be taken into
consideration when deciding where the red team will be placed within the organization. While
this is not the focus of the paper, it will help provide a better understanding for placement
options based on the size and composition of the red team.
Finally, an alternative explanation is that access to the commander and the commander’s
interest in this capability are the only explanations as to how red teaming can be effective. Here,
to control for this rival explanation, the analysis will also examine whether or not red teams had
frequent, direct access to the commander and whether the leadership of the organization
advocated for the concept. To the extent the thesis is proved, it opens up a discussion about how
to position the red team among the staff in order to successfully conduct its stated job.
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What is Red Teaming?
There has been wide debate on the negative effect of groupthink and mirror imaging in
military planning and operations; specifically, an organization’s ability to challenge itself and its
norms in order to discover weaknesses before real adversaries do. 3 A recent example is the 2003
invasion of Iraq and subsequent insurgency, which highlighted the Bush administration’s
unwillingness to accept dissenting opinion and challenge its strategic assumptions. 4 The
Defense Science Board Task Force on The Role and Status of Department of Defense (DOD)
Red Teaming Activities produced a study in September 2003 highlighting red teaming as a
powerful tool to “reduce an enterprise’s risks and increase its opportunities.” 5 Additionally, their
recommendations include instilling red teaming within the Department of Defense, developing a
red teaming best practices guide, and “making the subject of red teaming an intellectual endeavor
to be researched and taught at the institutions of professional military education.” 6 Overall, the
capability of an organization to discover its weaknesses before real adversaries do mitigates the
risk of failure in combat.
There are many perspectives and uses of red teaming. Many different organizations
utilize red teaming including private businesses, governmental agencies, foreign militaries, and
the US Department of Defense. Historically, red teaming, in the form of a “red cell”, was
utilized to represent enemy forces in maneuvers and exercises. 7 As it progressed through
history, red teaming meant “the willingness to establish independent teams or other means to
challenge the assumptions and preconceptions that one’s own forces often make during
prolonged periods of peace.” 8 Red teaming has also been described as a bright light we shine on
the organization to expose areas where we can improve effectiveness. The light starts out white
but takes many forms in its application as it goes through the prism of the particular
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organization. 9 Red teaming is largely an intellectual process that requires its members to possess
creativity and an understanding of the barriers and symptoms of poor thinking. 10 Common to all
of these perspectives and uses is the requirement to challenge the organization by providing
alternatives in order to improve decision making and achieve the end state. 11 Although red
teaming is not process driven, it is imperative that the team understands the Marine Corps
Planning Process in order to contribute to effective decision making. Integration between the red
team and the critical staff processes of the MEF or MEB is essential in order to ensure this
capability is used to its fullest.
Utilizing the 35th Commandant’s Planning Guidance as a starting point, a MEF, or MEB
red team provides the capability to challenge prevailing notions, counter groupthink, and present
independent perspectives in order to enhance decision making. The red team is designed to do
the following: provide independent perspectives during planning and operations; conduct
complementary efforts during planning; conduct directed studies, independent critical reviews,
and analyses of plans; and enhance the understanding of the operating environment. The
following enable the red team to accomplish those tasks: personnel with varied experience and
backgrounds; theatre-specific or functional subject matter expertise; access across staff
functions; and works within an environment that values alternative perspectives. 12
Overall, understanding what a red team is and how it can enhance decision making and
influence the understanding of the problems the organization is facing will allow it to overcome
common obstacles it faces. However, every red team will face its own particular set of
organizational obstacles. The following section describes many common obstacles that MEF
and MEB red teams are likely to face in the execution of their duties.

6

Obstacles to Effective Red Teaming
The purpose of this cell is to challenge prevailing notions, rigorously test current TTPs and
counter group-think.
General James Amos, 35th Commandant’s Planning Guidance, 2010

A Missing Purpose
The 35th Commandant of the Marine Corps, General James Amos, articulated the
importance of instituting red teaming by making it a number one priority in the 2010
Commandant’s Planning Guidance (CPG). General Amos states, “The purpose of this cell is to
challenge prevailing notions, rigorously test current TTPs, and counter group-think”. 13 The
Commandant’s implementation guidance for this capability is focused at each MEF and
deploying MEB. 14 The importance of this document for red teaming in the Marine Corps is
significant, since it mandates the creation of red teams and orders the implementation of red
teaming curriculum at both Officer and Enlisted PME schools. 15 While the purpose is stated, a
closer examination is needed. The purpose as articulated in the CPG is, in actuality, a set of
tasks that red teams need to accomplish while assigned to each organization. This is not merely
semantics nor creating a problem where there was not one before. In order to understand how to
implement these tasks, a clearer ‘in order to’ statement must be derived to ensure the red team
can accomplish its mission and the organizational leadership understands its purpose. In his
article, “Red Teams: Strengthening Through Challenge”, Lieutenant Colonel Brendan Mulvaney
notes the mission of Marine Air Ground Task Force (MAGTF) red teams is to “Provide the
MAGTF Commander an independent capability that offers critical reviews and alternative
perspectives that challenge prevailing notions, rigorously test current TTPs, and counter group
think in order to enhance organizational effectiveness.” 16 He cites a draft Commandant of the
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Marine Corps (CMC) White Letter, which was not signed as of the publishing of the article in
the July 2012 edition of the Marine Corps Gazette, and is currently still unsigned. While this
assigns a purpose to the tasks laid out by the Commandant, it does not help in answering how the
red teams will accomplish the overall purpose of ‘enhancing organizational effectiveness’.
The University of Military and Foreign Cultural Studies (UFMCS) Red Team handbook
provides, in addition to a definition of red teaming, a common requirement of all red teams,
which is to “challenge the organization by providing alternatives through critical thinking in
order to improve decision making and achieve the end state.” 17 While the purpose written in the
UFMCS Red Teaming Handbook is clearer to a military professional, the handbook lacks the
clarity and understanding of exactly how to implement and execute red teaming within an
organization. Overall, the lack of a clear purpose for red teaming in the Marine Corps is the first
of many obstacles red teams face while trying to accomplish their mission.

Culture of the Organization
The next obstacle to effective red teaming involves the culture of the organization. The
core concepts of red teaming include challenging the organization’s thinking, providing
alternative analysis, and introducing alternative perspectives. Often, the modes of thought inside
an organization inhibit understanding the environment or situation. Additionally, organizations
do not like their thinking to be challenged. Williamson Murray states, “One should also note the
natural human distaste for upsetting evidence, especially when it challenges cherished
convictions. Not all leaders find intellectual debate congenial, and even fewer relish challenges
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to their own ideas and assumptions.” 18 Overall, the core concepts of red teaming provide the
organization with a capability to challenge the ideas and assumptions that can be harmful to
mission success.
The organizational culture within hierarchical, military organizations is a significant
determinant to the effectiveness of the red team. Organizational culture is defined as the
“persistent, patterned way of thinking about the central tasks of, and the human relationship
within, an organization.” 19 Organizations adopt patterns of assumptions about their functioning
that influence behaviors in an organization because they repeatedly have led people to make
decision that ‘worked in the past’. Every organization has its own standard operating procedures
that serve as members’ short-hand method for approaching new issues as they arise. In this way,
organizational cultures help organizations manage their internal and external environments.
Internally, organizational culture helps establish and maintain “effective working relationships
among members” 20 through the organization’s “language and concepts; group and team
boundaries; power and status; and rewards and punishments.” 21 They provide predictability for
an organization’s members, which improve its members’ ability to operate efficiently.
Red teaming must challenge the deeply held assumptions that drive an organization’s
culture and contest what has ‘worked in the past’. “Red teaming can thrive in an environment
that not only tolerates, but values internal criticism and challenge.” 22 The German army’s
transformation from 1918 to 1940 was a product of their organizational culture and ability to
challenge the understanding that what worked in the past may not work in the future. This
included free-play war games (Krieg spiel) that were linked to field exercises in order to test and
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validate the war game results. 23 The Krieg spiel was also an invaluable tool to evaluate the
intellectual and combat sense of the officers who played against each other, and was “essential to
the processes of preparing the officer corps intellectually as well as physically.” 24
Conversely, an organization’s culture can render it incapable of adapting to new
circumstances and “blind the organization to changed environmental circumstances so that new
opportunities and challenges are met with routinized rather than adaptive behavior.” 25 Finally,
another effect of an organization’s culture is to resist and not attend to new tasks that it deems
not advancing its sense of mission. 26 In sum, attention must be paid to an organization’s culture
when a capability such as red teaming, which is specifically chartered to challenge an
organization’s way of thinking (or sense of mission), is being implemented.
How the red team interacts with other staff members within the organization is critical,
specifically gaining the trust and rapport within the organization. Major General Allen
Batschelete states, “Red Teaming activates a staff’s ‘antibodies’, especially if trust and rapport
have yet to be established by those conducting the critique…arguably, the staff officer culture
should be the focus…anyone Red Teaming must foster trust by working within tactical timelines
to deliver actionable, salient critique to the staff.” 27 Building relationships with other staff
officers and fostering trust through effective communications is a key enabler in ensuring red
teams are successful in accomplishing their mission. In her article in Military Review, Susan
Craig states, “Effective communication is vital. This means knowing how and when to ask
questions, knowing your audience and the personalities with which you are dealing and for
whom you are crafting your message, and using and demanding precise language.” 28 Overall,
the deeply held values and underlying cognitive biases of an organization are an obstacle to
effective red teaming at the MEF and MEB level.
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A Conflation of Terms
The next obstacle to understanding how a red team can be employed at a MEF or MEB is
the conflation of the terms “red team” and “red cell.” The 2010 CPG exacerbates this confusion
by utilizing the incorrect terminology and identifies a red team as a red cell. 29

The term “red

team” is a relatively new buzzword used in military and civilian enterprises. While many
organizations inside and out of the military use “red teams”, there is no common understanding
between or within organizations of what red teaming means. The lack of foundational
understanding creates confusion and conflates the term ‘red team’ and ‘red cell’, especially
within the Marine Corps. This confusion was one of the principal reasons why the Alternative
Analysis team at Headquarters Supreme Allied Command Transformation (ACT), North Atlantic
Treaty Organization (NATO) decided to call the capability “Alternative Analysis” instead of
“Red Team”. 30 The “red” in red team does not necessarily refer to the enemy, despite to
common military parlance. In fact, it often means looking at ourselves and our way of doing
business.
Red teams are different from red cells; red cells are a specific war gaming function that
has a distinct place within the Marine Corps Planning Process (MCPP). Red cells are valuable
tools intended to role-play the enemy and help test our plans and course of action against likely
actions. Red cells are typically an interim group, with members often called on because of a
particular expertise or experience with the given enemy and then return to their primary duties
when the war game is complete. 31 Conversely, red teaming is the primary duty of its members,
is not limited to war gaming, and they are tasked with red teaming throughout the Marine Corps
Planning Process. Overall, the conflation between the two terms produces institutional confusion
and is another obstacle to the effectiveness of a red team within a MEF or MEB.
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Lack of Red Teaming Doctrine
No formal doctrine exists for red teaming. Therefore, commanders and staffs do not have
an understanding on how to best position the red team within the staff. Even if an organization’s
leadership mandates the implementation and execution of a new capability, it needs to be
thoroughly understood and translated into routines and procedures used to train and socialize the
institution. Senior leaders can mandate change, but if there is midlevel leadership resistance or
misunderstanding, it will cause a breakdown in implementation. This understanding is critical in
order to translate the conceptual understanding of a new capability into the ability for an
organization to effectively implement and utilize it. This knowledge gap is inhibiting MEF and
MEB staffs, and they are missing an opportunity to allow the organization to challenge itself and
its norms.
The Red Team Handbook published by the US Army’s University of Foreign Military
and Cultural Studies is an excellent resource and is the first step toward developing a doctrine
within the US Department of Defense. 32 Although there is no formal doctrine, this does not mean
that red teams do not perform specific and recurring tasks while conducting their mission. There
is a risk in identifying tasks that a red team can perform, and is based on the assumption that
identifying red team tasks will stifle the creativity of the team and ultimately lead to a check-list
mentality. While this argument has validity, a greater risk is not providing its practitioners the
foundational building blocks needed in order to accomplish their mission. Additionally, decision
makers within MEFs and MEBs need to understand what a red team is capable of doing in order
to better integrate the red team into its critical processes. Like every other discipline, once red
teamers understand the basics they can then use their creativity, deviate from them, and produce
‘out of the box’ answers to the complex problems facing MEFs and MEBs. Currently, there is
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no formalized doctrine or accepted standards of red teaming. Until this problem is fixed, red
teaming within the Marine Corps will continue to face challenges by not providing its
practitioners the building blocks needed to accomplish their mission and empowering its decision
makers to better integrate the red team into its critical processes.

Two Rival Claims
The first rival claim is that to be effective, the red team must have full access to the
commander. A red team should be expected to raise issues that might not be welcome
throughout the organization; it needs the support, sometimes from the top levels of the enterprise.
Top cover is needed to ensure that the red team’s products not only have the requisite degree of
independence, but are seriously considered as well. 33 “First and foremost, the red team must
have the trust of and access to the commander….This is essential to the success of their
mission.” 34
While ‘top cover’ and advocacy is an important aspect for a team whose charter is to
challenge an organization’s thinking, the commander needs the red team’s perspective only if all
other lesser means of input have failed. As stated in the 2003 Defense Science Board Task
Force’s report on The Role and Status of DoD Red Teaming Activities, “To be effective, a red
team needs a scope, charter, and reporting relationship that fits the management structure.” 35
Red team input should be at the lowest level possible within the organization. More importantly,
advocacy comes in the form of the organization’s perceived understanding and acceptance of the
red team perspective. Relevant, timely, and digestible red team input necessitates an
understanding of how, when, and where this input should be provided. Early, iterative, and
professional feedback, which challenges the organization’s prevailing notions at an ‘oblique
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angle’, will help build an enhanced situation understanding, provide value to the process, and
build credibility for the red team. The final piece to effective red teaming is having an
organizational understanding of how, when and where the red team can provide the greatest
contribution to the critical processes of the organization. This necessitates a decision by the
senior leadership of the organization on where to place the red team within the organization,
what areas the red team will focus on, and how the red team will interact with the rest of the
organization.
The second rival claim is that the organization as a whole is already red teaming its
products and processes. This claim states red teaming is inherent in the function of every Marine
officer and providing personnel to this concept is unneeded. While this may be possible, many
organizations that claim they are red teaming their products are doing it haphazardly and without
any structure or intellectual rigor. Additionally, the field of cognitive psychology provides a
good source of information stating people do not have the ability to inherently red team their
products and processes. Cognitive biases, undiscovered implicit assumptions, and complexity
are challenges to effective decision making. 36 Cognitive biases are unavoidable and must be
identified, not ignored by stating Marines are invulnerable to these biases. One way to account
for cognitive biases is through training and education. 37 Additionally, utilizing analytic
techniques are an effective way to account for these obstacles in our thinking and help highlight
the limitations in human mental processes. 38 Just as a runner must train and understand the
mechanics of running in order to become proficient, red teaming within an organization needs to
be understood and mastered in order to effectively utilize the capability. These two rival claims
highlight a lack of understanding of how to employ red teaming at the MEF and MEB level, and
are obstacles that need to be overcome in order to effectively accomplish the red team’s mission.
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Lack of Placement Options
The final obstacle confronting both red team practitioners and the organizational
leadership they support is a lack of placement options for the red team within a MEF or MEB
staff. Effectively implementing red teaming within the MEF and MEB necessitates an
understanding of where to place this capability within the organization. Additional factors that
weigh into where the red team will be placed include the mission of the organization, what
conditions are favorable for placement, and an understanding of the advantages and
disadvantages of specific red team placement within the organization. Five models for
placement of a red team are proposed, and discussed in depth later in this study. The models are
“Seat at the Table”, “Hug a Planner”, “Tiger Team”, “Intel Analysts Gone Wild”, and “Ad-Hoc”.
While this list is not exhaustive and combinations of these models can be utilized, the five
models addressed give decision makers enough flexibility to tailor the red team to their specific
needs and are a first step in providing commanders with the necessary knowledge to execute red
teaming at the MEF and MEB levels.

From Conceptual to Practical:
Five Models for Applying Red Teaming at the MEF and MEB
A gap in information exists between what a red team does and how it does it. This
section tries to close the gap in information and provide placement options for MEF and MEB
red teams. Each model is paired with a historic case study to determine what ways red teaming
was integrated into the organization, and what conditions were present within the team or within
the organization writ large that allowed effective integration to take place. The list of options is
not exhaustive, and through creativity, experience, and trial and error a greater menu of options
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will be available. These models are meant to help MEF and MEB decision makers choose how
best to emplace the red team for maximum effect based on specific organizational requirements.
The case studies provide a foundation to draw upon when deciding how and where to
place the red team within a MEF or MEB staff. All case studies follow the same general
framework, which includes a description of the red team model; how the red team was utilized
within an operational level staff; red team composition; an analysis of the three required
conditions within an organization; advantages and disadvantages; and an overall assessment of
the model’s effectiveness.

“Seat at the Table” – Third Marine Aircraft Wing shaping and fusion cell: 2004-2005
This model places the red team directly under the cognizance of the MEF or MEB
Commanding General. In this model, the red team leader will be a trusted agent of the
commander and have frequent and direct access to him. The commander provides them personal
support in order to best employ this capability; the support of the commander is critical to this
model. The team must know what the commander is being presented, and they must know what
keeps him awake at night. In his Marine Corps Gazette article, Lieutenant Colonel Brendan
Mulvaney states, “The red team has to develop the relationship with the commander to know
what information the commander receives and to ensure that true alternatives are presented.” 39
Additionally, the commander “must support the red team so they can develop and present these
alternatives and challenges to the other staff sections without hesitation.” 40 In this model, the red
team ensures its freedom of movement and independence from the staff and provides the
commander with viable alternatives that he may not be hearing from the other staff sections. 41
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The Third Marine Aircraft Wing (3rd MAW) utilized this model during its deployment to
Iraq from 2004 to 2005. The 3rd MAW was commanded by Major General Amos, who was a
strong advocate for the red team concept. He tasked his red team (officially titled “3rd MAW
Fusion Cell”) to “be the CG’s Napoleon’s Corporal; continually assess how we are doing
business; if it doesn’t make sense – say so; and offer alternatives to the CG.” 42 This task falls in
line with the red teaming core concept of challenging the organization’s thinking and ensured the
commander would get alternatives to the ‘normal way of doing business’. Additionally, the
fusion cell analyzed enemy trends to identify new TTPs the enemy is employing, and attempt to
“out rate” red’s ability to innovate and adapt. 43 This task is more in line with the Marine Corps
doctrinal definition of a red cell, which role-plays a thinking enemy in order to validate blue’s
plans. Lastly, the cell was tasked with analyzing how 3rd MAW actions would affect Iraqi
locals. 44 This task is in line with the Marine Corps doctrinal definition of a green cell, which
role-plays other actors, which includes the local population. In addition to the fusion cell’s tasks,
“The cell briefed the commander daily, and an identified key to success was “access and free
flow of information and ideas.” 45
The next aspect to examine is the composition of the 3rd MAW fusion cell. The cell
consisted of 15 personnel of diverse backgrounds and technical expertise. The majority of
members were field grade officers, and both the fusion cell lead and coordinator were Marine
Corps Colonels. The breadth of the functional expertise spanned all of the warfighting functions.
There were also regional experts within the fusion cell, which included a Sunni Arab specialist.
Finally, there was a civilian operations analysts assigned from the Marine Corps Combat
Development Command. 46 It generated products that influenced how the organization viewed
the problems it faced, and was successful in its mission. Overall, the 3rd MAW fusion cell
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consisted of a large team made up of numerous functional and regional experts that provided the
commander with an independent capability to challenge prevailing notions, rigorously test its
current TTPs, and counter group think in order to enhance decision making. This paper will now
analyze the three required conditions necessary in order to help facilitate the generation of
relevant and timely red team input into 3rd MAW critical processes.
The first required condition is organizational processes that integrate independent red
teaming viewpoints. The 3rd MAW, through the advocacy of Major General Amos, ensured
there was a high integration level of red teaming viewpoints into the processes of the
organization. Daily meetings and briefs allowed the Commanding General an ability to interact
and evaluate the products and perspectives the fusion cell created. This allowed the organization
to seriously consider and act upon the output of the fusion cell, and integrated its products within
3rd MAW’s planning process. Additionally, allowing the fusion cell leader to be involved in
senior level discussions provided it with valuable insight and enabled the team to understand
what problems the Commanding General felt the organization was facing. Overall, the 3rd MAW
fusion cell had a high level of integration into the critical process, which allowed the fusion cell
the ability to provide timely and relevant red team input.
The second required condition is a robust interaction between the red team and other staff
sections within the organization. The interaction between the fusion cell and other staff sections
was moderate. Interaction occurred because of the importance the Commanding General placed
in the fusion cell, not because the cell required this interaction to produce its products or
viewpoints. Since the fusion cell had direct access to the Commanding General, it could distance
itself from the planning process and still provide alternative perspectives and input. This does
not mean that interaction did not take place; it just highlights the fact that this interaction is not
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critical to enabling the cell to provide timely and relevant products. Overall, due to the intimate
relationship between the fusion cell and the Commanding General, there is a moderate level of
interaction between red and blue planners.
The final required condition is red team independence in order to avoid being “captured”
by the bureaucracy. With its unique access to the Commanding General, the 3rd MAW fusion
cell had a significantly high level of independence throughout the organization. This
independence allowed the fusion cell to remain independent and not become subordinate to a
staff directorate or any projects it challenged. The environment of the organization, via the
Commanding General, provided the fusion cell with top-cover when challenging deeply held
assumptions or offering new ideas. Overall, the 3rd MAW fusion cell had significant
independence that helped avoid it from being captured by the bureaucracy or having its ideas and
viewpoints suppressed.
The advantages of this model include frequent and direct access to the commander. The
red team will not experience lags in communication or get second hand information that was
‘lost in translation’ through the staff process. Additionally, the red team can challenge the
organization’s leadership, challenge the unit, and tell the commander the hard truths that he may
be blind to. Finally, the red team will require top cover from the commander to provide an
unvarnished, alternative perspective. The considerations when utilizing this model are finding
the correct ‘trusted agent’. In this model, the red team leader will likely be hand-selected by the
Commander to fill this billet. Effective communication between the red team and the staff is
crucial in this model to ensure the red team and staff are working in concert with one another and
not at odds.
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The ‘Seat at the Table’ model effectively utilizes the red team. The three conditions that
need to be established within an organization to effectively utilize red teaming were present. The
organization had processes in place that integrated independent red teaming viewpoints. Major
General Amos established this through his guidance given to the fusion cell, and provided the
cell daily access to him. 47 Additionally, there was robust interaction between the red team and
other staff sections that was mandated through Major General Amos’ guidance stating the fusion
cell “Must have free access to multiple sources of information and players.” 48 Finally, the fusion
cell had significant independence to avoid being captured by the bureaucracy. These conditions
allowed timely generation of red team products that influenced how the organization viewed the
problems it faced. However, there is a caveat for this model. The ‘Seat at the Table’ model
required significant advocacy and commander focus in order to ensure the organizational
conditions were present for the cell to be effective. Additionally, many of the problems faced by
other red teams such as lack of doctrine, the culture of the organization, and the importance of
building personal relationships are less important in this model due to the significant command
advocacy of the concept and the size and scope of the personnel within the fusion cell. Overall,
this is an effective model; however, it is less effective without significant advocacy from the
commander.

“Hug a Planner” – Regional Command (South West) Red Team: 2011-2012
This model places the red team within the plans section of the organization. In this
model, the red team works directly for the plans officer, and works directly with the planners in
both the future operations and future plans sections. An additional arrangement includes having
the red team working within the assessment branch of the plans section. In either scenario, the
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red team has full access to the planners, the operational planning team (OPT) meetings, working
groups (WG), and other breakout groups that may emerge from the plans section.
This model was executed for II MEF (Forward)’s deployment to Afghanistan from March
2011 to March 2012. II MEF (Fwd) was designated as Regional Command (South West) (RC
(SW)) and its area of operations included Helmand and Nimruz Provinces. The operational
problems the red team confronted as part of RC (SW) included transitioning the Afghan National
Army (ANA) into the lead for planning and executing operations; considering the effects of
kinetic operations in northern Helmand Province; providing viable alternative agricultural
solutions; and considerations for troop drawdown and equipment retrograde. The first half of the
deployment saw the red team directly under the control of the combined plans officer; whereas,
for the second half of the deployment the red team was under the control of the II MEF (Fwd)
assessment officer, Colonel Timothy Mundy. While these are two distinct organizational chains
of command, the variance between them does not warrant a different analysis for both.
The RC (SW) red team consisted of four military officers and one civilian, with one
member of the team having previous red team experience. Two members of the red team were
from the British military, and two members were Marine Corps officers. The civilian member
was a US Naval War College faculty member. Additionally, five civilian subject matter experts
(SMEs) worked collaboratively with the Red Team but were not organic to the team. However,
these SMEs worked with the red team constantly, and were part of every product produced for
the organization upon their arrival to the organization. Overall, the diversity of personnel
facilitated timely and relevant generation of red teaming viewpoints. The following paragraphs
will analyze the three required organizational conditions needed in order to help facilitate the
generation of relevant and timely red team input into RC (SW) critical processes.
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The first required condition is organizational processes that integrate independent red
teaming viewpoints. Initially, there was a very low level of red team integration into the critical
processes of RC (SW). This was due to a combination of unfamiliarity with the concept and the
late arrival of the red team to II MEF (Fwd). The first deputy red team leader, Lieutenant
Colonel Jim “Timber” Traver, had his first meeting with II MEF (Fwd) staff members at the
Marine Expeditionary Force Readiness Exercise (MRX) barely two months before deployment
to Afghanistan. 49 The late arrival of the red team to the organization made the red team feel like
outsiders to II MEF (Fwd) processes, and was an obstacle that needed to be overcome throughout
the deployment. However, through time, the red team integrated its products within the Marine
Corps Planning Process through active participation in operational planning teams. Additionally,
the red team integrated within working groups and senior level discussions that provided the
organization insight and enabled the team to provide relevant and timely products and input for
the organization. Finally, the RC (SW) red team developed products in support of problem
framing, course of action development, and course of action war gaming, which are indicators of
a red team effectively integrating into the critical processes of the MEF or MEB. Overall, there
was a moderate level of red team integration within the critical processes of RC (SW).
The second required condition is a robust interaction between the red team and other staff
sections within the organization. The level of interaction between the red team and other staff
sections continued to increase throughout the duration of the deployment, and was very high by
the time II MEF (Fwd) completed its deployment. This was due to the red team’s integration and
participation in operational planning teams, working groups, and senior level seminars. This
interaction provided both the red team and the organization with a greater understanding and
appreciation for the issues it was facing, and allowed the red team to foster personal relationships
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throughout the staff. The robust interaction between the red team and other staff sections
facilitated the building of personal relationships that helped the red team overcome
organizational obstacles, and ultimately allowed the red team to become more effective. Overall,
there was a high level of integration between the red team and other staff sections within the
organization, which helped both sides to better understand the problems II MEF (Fwd) faced
while in Afghanistan.
The final required condition is red team independence in order to avoid being “captured”
by the bureaucracy. The independence level of the RC (SW) red team was low throughout its
deployment. This was due to a number of factors, which included assigning the red team to a
sub-directorate three levels below the Commanding General. The RC (SW) utilized the red team
as a project red team instead of an enterprise red team (a more detailed discussion of the
differences between project and enterprise red teams is provided in Appendix C). This required
the red team to integrate into the critical processes of RC (SW) via the blue planners, as
discussed in the previous section. However, once red teaming perspectives were accepted and
utilized in this fashion, it enabled flexibility and utilization internally across the organization and
externally to higher, adjacent, and subordinate units. Examples of this flexibility included
numerous internal critical reviews of internal planning documents to ensure horizontal staff
integration, and a study conducted to identify RC (SW) command and control inefficiencies.
Additionally, the red team conducted battlefield circulations throughout Helmand Province and
in Kabul to ISAF Headquarters to gain a deeper appreciation for the problems facing subordinate
and higher headquarters units. However, any perspective that challenged deeply held RC (SW)
assumptions would have to be provided at a lower level of the bureaucracy, and then distilled up
through the leadership. This is its greatest weakness, and must be considered when choosing to
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utilize this model. Overall, there was a low level of independence provided for the RC (SW) red
team, and must be considered in order to ensure the red team is effectively utilized and provides
input that aids in decision making and influences how the organization views the problems its
facing.
Advantages to this model include greater interaction with the planners as the plan is being
constructed. This model facilitates red team input early and often in planning efforts through
participation in OPTs, WGs, and Senior Leader Forums. This helps mitigate friction because the
red team maintained situational awareness and was not ‘outpaced’ by other planners within the
organization. Additionally, it helps mitigate ‘planning surprises’ due to regular red team input.
Finally, it is much easier to discuss alternative perspectives and to challenge prevailing notions
while ideas are still in their infancy, and ideas haven’t been created on power point slides. There
is an emotional attachment to a plan once the plan has gone through the briefing cycle of
meetings and working groups. This model facilitates early integration and the ability to provide
alternative perspectives early and throughout the whole process. Considerations when utilizing
this model include less access to the commander, if any at all. Additionally, it is harder for the
red team to get first-hand knowledge of what the commander’s thoughts are, and normally must
receive this information through bureaucratic staff processes. There is a fundamental difference
between this model and the previous one; the “Hug a Planner” model for red team placement is
roughly parallel to a product or project red team whereas the “Seat at the Table” model for red
team placement is roughly parallel to an enterprise red team. 50
The ‘Hug a Planner’ model effectively utilizes the red team; however, it had to overcome
organizational obstacles in order to accomplish its mission. Effective engagement at the ‘planner
level’ and participation in numerous operational planning teams and working groups provided
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the red team to gain credibility and ultimately to become effective, despite the organizational
constraints placed upon it. The biggest strength of this model was the ability to conduct robust
interaction between the red team and other staff sections within the organization, which satisfies
one of the ways to measure red teaming effectiveness. Daily interaction between the red team
and the staff also facilitated timely generation of red team products that helped influence how the
organization viewed the problems it was facing. One example was red team input into an
operational planning team during problem framing, which included a strength, weakness,
opportunity, and threat (SWOT) analysis of the Afghan criminal patronage network. Another
example included a red team product focusing on the Kajaki Dam and upper Helmand River
valley, which provided a historical perspective on the social and economic interactions and
decision making of the local population in terms of wheat versus poppy growth.
However, the red team was not effective in terms of the organization creating processes
that integrated independent red teaming viewpoints. The Regional Command (South West) red
team had to operate in an environment that did not have these organizational processes in place.
Initially, organizational resistance was extremely high, and the red team was viewed as a threat
and marginalized. 51 This was due to a lack of understanding on how the red team could integrate
into the organization’s processes and an organizational culture that wouldn’t allow the red team
to operate as intended. This model suffers due to lack of doctrine and established acceptable
standards due to its position within the staff and lack of significant command advocacy.
Personal relationships are essential for this model to be effective since the organizational culture
places barriers on its employment at the highest levels of command. Finally, this model does not
have the breadth and depth of knowledge resident within the team like the ‘Seat at the Table’
model has. Therefore, it is important to maintain reach back capabilities to the larger red team
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community or other local sources of knowledge to augment the team. Overall, this model is
most effective when an organization wants to utilize it as a project red team and focus it at a
lower level within the organization in order to facilitate robust interaction between the red and
blue teams.

“Tiger Team” – 2nd Marine Air Wing (Forward) Red Team: 2011
This model places the red team under the staff cognizance of the chief of staff. The
team’s focus is more internally on the processes and procedures of the organization. In this
model, the red team is focusing on finding how the organization can increase its efficiencies in
process, roughly akin to the Lean Six Sigma strategy for process improvement.
This model was executed for II MAW (Forward)’s deployment to Afghanistan from
March 2011 to March 2012. The operational problems the red team confronted focused mainly
on how to streamline and create processes that are more effective internal to the organization.
These included a more efficient integration of intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance
assets to support operations, and a thorough study on how 2nd MAW could streamline its
organizational processes in order to decrease expenditures and minimize the time from the
origination of a support request to execution.
The 2nd MAW (Fwd) red team consisted of two full-time personnel and utilized other
members as needed. 52 This case study is an example of a hybrid mix of full-time and temporary
personnel utilized on a red team. The temporary members of the red team were utilized for their
technical expertise on a specific red team product, and then released back to their primary work
sections. This hybrid mix was an effective use of limited personnel on a short-duration, focused
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red team product. This paper will now analyze the three required conditions necessary in order
to help facilitate the generation of relevant and timely red team input into 2nd MAW (Fwd)
critical processes.
The 2nd MAW (Fwd) had a low level of organizational processes that integrated
independent red teaming viewpoints. This was due, in part, to red team placement within the
organization and focus of the red team. The 2nd MAW (Fwd) red team’s placement under the
chief of staff allowed the organization to continue to function without having to alter any
organizational processes and still have valuable red team input. Additionally, the internal focus
of the 2nd MAW (Fwd) red team facilitated its use without having to change how it conducted its
day to day staff processes. However, it did not seriously affect the red team’s ability to
accomplish its mission, and allowed the organization to act upon the output of the red team. An
example of this includes the red team’s study of intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance
integration into 2nd MAW operations in order to maximize this capability. 53 Overall, there was a
low level of organizational process change; however, the red team still provided timely and
relevant input that aided the organization.
The 2nd MAW (Fwd) red team had a moderate level of interaction with other staff
sections within the organization. Overall, this was due to the red team’s limited focus on internal
processes. However, there was a high level of interaction between the red team and other staff
sections in those areas specified by the organization. The 2nd MAW (Fwd) red team worked
extensively with specific staff sections when conducting their analysis to determine how the
organization could increase its effectiveness. This interaction allowed the organization to gain a
greater appreciation for the internal issues facing the organization, and facilitated a shared
understanding of the solutions available to overcome these obstacles. Overall, there was a
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moderate level of integration between the red team and other staff sections within the
organization; however, there was a high level in those specific areas the red team conducted its
studies.
The final required condition is red team independence in order to avoid being “captured”
by the bureaucracy. The 2nd MAW (Fwd) red team had a moderate level of independence due to
its placement under the chief of staff. Their placement allowed the red team the ability to be
independent and not become subordinate to the organization or project it is challenging.
Additionally, the red team had the freedom and flexibility to be utilized internally across the
organization in order to accomplish its mission. The red team enabled horizontal staff
integration by conducting studies and providing products that enhanced the effectiveness of
internal 2nd MAW (Fwd) operations. 54 Overall, the red team’s ability to conduct studies across
the organization allowed it to provide input that aided in decision making and influenced how 2nd
MAW (Fwd) conducted operations.
Advantages of this model include having independence from any particular staff section
and freedom of movement throughout the staff. Additionally, since the red team works directly
for the chief of staff, communications delays and bureaucratic confusion are minimized since
there are fewer layers to go through to get the commander’s guidance. Considerations when
utilizing this model include marginalization and a perception of the red team as being yet another
“special staff section” under the staff cognizance of the chief of staff. Additionally, the red team
can be confused for the “special initiatives group” instead of the red team. Finally, it can be
harder to plug into the critical staff processes when the team is outside of the normal staff.
The lack of doctrine and established acceptable standards affect this model as much as
other models due to its position within the staff. Consideration must be given when choosing
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this model to ensure the red team does not evolve into a special initiatives group or other special
staff function. Personal relationships are also important for this model to be effective due to its
organizational culture. Additionally, this model does not have the breadth and depth of
knowledge resident within the team; however, augmentation of subject matter expertise is easier
due to the red team’s focus on internal organizational processes.
The 2nd MAW (Fwd) red team was effective due to its placement on the staff and focus
on internal organizational processes. The organizational processes that integrated its
independent red teaming viewpoints also facilitated its effectiveness. Additionally, it was
effective in generating red team products that influenced how the organization viewed the
internal process problems it was facing. However, the 2nd MAW (Fwd) red team did not focus
externally on the environment. This caveat is important when an organization chooses to
emplace and employ its red team. If the organization chooses to have its red team focus
internally, then the 2nd MAW (Fwd) red team case study could be classified as a success.
However, there was no data to provide an assessment on its effectiveness in relation to focusing
externally, outside the organization. Overall, this model is most effective when an organization
wants to utilize it to focus on its internal processes and create efficiencies within its processes
and procedures.

“Intel Analysts Gone Wild” –COMISAF Red Team: 2011-2012
This model places the team under the staff cognizance of the intelligence officer. The red
team conducts functions very similar to the “Hug a Planner” model, but routes its products
through the intelligence officer instead of the plans officer. In many ways this model is also akin
to a product or project red team. Depending on the commander, the red team within this model
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may have direct access to the commander, but more likely than not will gets its information from
the intelligence officer or a branch chief within the section. In this model, the red team members
have greater flexibility and a wider array of subject material to conduct red team analysis on.
This includes not only the enemy and other key actors, but also the environmental factors that are
present in order to extrapolate what the key factors are which will drive key leaders towards
specific decisions. Additionally, political psychology and the ability to project plausible future
scenarios are also viable red team products within this model.
The International Security and Assistance Force (ISAF) Headquarters red team executed
this model from December 2010 to December 2012. ISAF’s mission is to conduct operations in
support of the Government of the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan. Its goals include reducing
the capability and will of the insurgency, supporting the growth in capacity and capability of the
Afghan National Security Forces (ANSF), and facilitating improvements in governance and
socio-economic development in order to provide a secure environment for sustainable stability
that is observable to the population. The operational problems the red team faced were defining
the complex strategic and political operating environment and providing analysis on how key
actors would operate within this environment. Additionally, developing plausible future
scenarios based on present driving forces and critical factors the red team identified.
The COMISAF red team consisted of a mix of US Army officers and civilians. The size
of the team fluctuated throughout the timeframe of the case study, from five personnel in the
beginning of 2011 to ten personnel at the beginning of 2012. The majority of members were
field grade officers, and the red team leader was a US Army Colonel who was the senior fellow
at The Brookings Institute. The breadth of expertise and experience covered both functional and
regional, with many members having conducted multiple combat deployments. This paper will
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now analyze the three required conditions necessary in order to help facilitate the generation of
relevant and timely red team input into ISAF Headquarters critical processes.
The ISAF Headquarters had a moderate level of organizational processes that integrated
independent red teaming viewpoints. This was due, in part, to the complexity and size of the
organization and ISAF Headquarters’ strategic focus. The COMISAF red team operated within
this environment by producing stand-alone products that were tightly controlled and briefed to
only specific members of the organization. 55 This allowed the organization to integrate its
products and consider the output of the red team.
The second condition needed is a robust interaction between the red team and other staff
sections within the organization. The COMISAF red team had a low level of interaction with the
staff. This was a product of the tight control of its products and the way in which the red team
leader recommended to the organization to employ the COMISAF red team. 56 Tight control of
red team products can be useful in certain situations, especially when the red teaming perspective
is sensitive and the political climate of a strategic level headquarters requires it. However, this
should be the exception and not the normal practice of a red team. Interaction between the
COMISAF red team and other staff sections would only strengthen both the red team and the
organization’s understanding of the issues it is facing. Overall, there was a low level of
interaction between the COMISAF red team and the staff; however, it was decided that ISAF’s
strategic and political environment necessitated this specific arrangement.
The final required condition is red team independence in order to avoid being “captured”
by the bureaucracy. The COMISAF red team had a low level of independence due to the same
factors present already described for the RC (SW) red team. Conducting red teaming within a
sub-directorate that is located numerous levels within an organization does not allow the red
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team to maintain a high degree of independence. Overall, there was a low level of independence
provided for the COMISAF red team, and must be considered in order to ensure the red team is
effectively utilized and provides input that aids in decision making and influences how the
organization views the problems its facing.
Advantages to this model include ready access to intelligence reports and access to
intelligence information that may be harder to find if not assigned within that section.
Considerations include the possibility of less independence, less staff integration, and greater
likelihood that information has been distilled through the bureaucratic process before reaching
the red team. Additionally, red teaming within this model can create friction between the
intelligence personnel and the red team due to the possibility that red team products can
contradict what intelligence analysts are producing. This creates the possibility of limiting
access of red team products and filtering of red team viewpoints.
This model suffers due to lack of doctrine and established acceptable standards due to its
position within the staff and lack of significant command advocacy. This model does not have
the breadth and depth of knowledge resident within the team like the ‘Seat at the Table’ model
has. Therefore, it is important to maintain reach back capabilities to the larger red team
community or other local sources of knowledge to augment the team. Additionally, personal
relationships are essential for this model to be effective since the organizational culture places
barriers on its employment at the highest levels of command.
The ‘Intel Analysts Gone Wild’ model effectively utilizes the red team; however, it had
to overcome organizational obstacles in order to accomplish its mission. The COMISAF red
team was effective in generating timely red team products that influenced how the organization
viewed the problems it faced. Evidence of its effectiveness was measured not by how much
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access the red team had to COMISAF, but by how the ideas and verbiage used in red team
products manifested in the discourse and narrative of the organization. 57 The red team knew it
was effective when they could hear other staff officers using ideas and words generated from red
team products. This also highlights the organization’s ability to integrate independent red
teaming viewpoints; however, it was the power of the red team’s ideas that forced the
organization to integrate their viewpoints, not the organizational processes themselves. So in
this regard, the ISAF Headquarters organization was an obstacle the red team had to overcome,
and it did not facilitate the integration of red teaming viewpoints. To further this point, the red
team never had visibility of how their products were used once the red team products were
finished. 58 Overall, this model is most effective when utilized as a project red team that can help
broaden the understanding of the external environment.

“Ad-Hoc” – NATO Alternative Analysis Group: 2011 - present
This model does not have a standing red team and has only a few core members with
additions to the red team on an “as-needed” and temporary basis. If there were permanent
members of the red team, they would fall into one of the previously discussed places within the
MEF staff. The differentiation of this model is in its transience and temporary nature. When
manpower restricts a fully staffed and trained red team, this model can be executed to augment
the permanent, core staff. Temporary members can come from any staff section, and it is
advisable to get divergent staff sponsorship in order to increase diversity in the temporary team.
Additionally, it is recommended that at least one staff member with an advanced planning
specialty and training is to augment the red team. This provides a conduit for integration into the
plans section and planning expertise that may or may not be resident within the red team.
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This model will be implemented by the NATO Alternative Analysis (AltA) group, and is
scheduled to be become fully operationally capable by October 2013. The AltA case study
differs significantly from the previous case studies because there are no permanent personnel that
work as an independent ‘AltA team’. AltA is a capability that “offers NATO staff officers the
opportunity to inject additional knowledge, or perceptions, in a different way into a decisionmaking process alongside traditional problem-solving processes.” 59 This ad-hoc model is
designed for use by NATO staff officers who complete the newly created AltA facilitator course
at the NATO staff college. The operational problems facing AltA facilitators include becoming
constrained by organizational influence, not duplicating existing functions within the
organization, and a willingness to accept AltA input that can be controversial. This model was
born out of necessity for the NATO AltA group because of strict manpower restrictions. The
solution for the lack of manpower is to send staff officers to the AltA facilitator course. Upon
completion of the course, NATO staff officers will be assigned as AltA facilitators within joint
planning groups. This paper will now analyze the three required conditions necessary in order to
help facilitate the generation of relevant and timely red team input into the organization’s critical
processes.
The first required condition is organizational processes that integrate independent red
teaming viewpoints. As previously discussed, implementation of the AltA model is forthcoming.
However, a moderate level of organizational process adaptation can be expected to allow for the
integration of AltA perspectives and viewpoints. This is due to AltA’s integration into the Joint
Operational Planning Process (JOPP) and utilization within the Joint Planning Group (JPG).
The AltA model will have a high level of interaction between the alternative analysis
group and other staff sections within the organization. This will be due to the model’s
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integration and participation in joint planning groups. Additionally, since there are no additional
personnel assigned to conduct alternative analysis, the AltA facilitator and group will be
comprised of individuals within the JPG. This interaction will provide the personnel identified
as AltA facilitators, AltA members, and the staff with a greater understanding and appreciation
for the issues facing the organization. The robust interaction between individuals designated on
the alternative analysis team and staff planners will facilitate the building of personal
relationships, and help the team overcome organizational obstacles. Overall, due to the ad-hoc
nature and requirement to assign individuals among the JPG on the alternative analysis team,
there will be a high level of integration between the AltA team and other staff sections within the
organization.
The final required condition is red team independence in order to avoid being “captured”
by the bureaucracy. The AltA team will have a low level of independence due to the same
factors already described for the COMISAF and RC (SW) red teams. Conducting alternative
analysis within a joint planning group that is located numerous levels within an organization will
not allow the alternative analysis team to maintain a high degree of independence from the
organization. Overall, it can reasonably be assessed there will be a low level of independence
provided for the AltA team. This must be considered in order to ensure the AltA products are
effectively utilized and provides input that aids in decision making and influences how the
organization views the problems it is facing.
The advantages to this model include the ability to pick a temporary team to fulfill a
temporary requirement within the organization and the ability for the red team to task organize
for a specific period of time. This is also in keeping with the Marine Corps tradition of a
modular, task organized team able to accomplish a diverse range of missions. Additionally, this
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provides the red team with critical functional and regional subject matter expertise that may be
lacking within a small standing red team. Considerations include the inability for the team to
work together for long periods of time, thereby minimizing the cohesion of the group.
There is no empirical evidence as to the effectiveness of this capability; however, the
potential exists for this case study to be instructive for the Marine Corps. If executed as the
concept is written, the AltA team will have the opportunity to be effective through robust
interaction between themselves and the staff. The AltA team will conduct alternative analysis
within the joint planning group, which necessitates interaction between these two teams.
Additionally, the potential exists for the generation of AltA products to influence how the
organization views the problems it is facing. Finally, once AltA is integrated into the NATO
joint planning group, there will be an organizational process that integrates the independent
alternative analysis (red teaming) viewpoint, albeit at a much more local level.
An obstacle to AltA’s effectiveness will be the limited training the AltA facilitators will
receive before having to execute the techniques within a NATO joint planning group. Currently,
the AltA facilitator course is one week in length. It will be challenging for any NATO staff
officer to understand any of the AltA techniques within this limited timeframe, and then be
proficient enough at any techniques to utilize them within a NATO joint planning group. The
AltA model has the potential to create facilitators who know next to nothing, and then expect
them to be proficient. This model is predicated on the fact that there is no personnel to fill fulltime positions so the next best thing is to provide poorly trained facilitators to execute these
techniques in a highly stressful, time sensitive environment.
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This model has the potential to be most affected due to lack of doctrine and established
acceptable standards due to minimal training and lack of permanent personnel. Personal
relationships will already be established within this model since its personnel are coming from
within the organization; however, the barrier of organizational culture will still exist. Finally,
this model will have the least amount of breadth and depth of red teaming knowledge resident
within the team relative to any other model. Therefore, it will be essential to maintain reach
back capabilities to the larger red team community or other local sources of knowledge to
augment the team. Overall, this model is most effective when an organization is constrained on
the number of personnel it can provide to conduct red teaming, utilized as a project red team, and
focused at a lower level within the organization in order to facilitate robust interaction between
the red and blue teams.

Comparison of the Five Models
Overall, all five models have advantages and concerns that must be considered before
deciding upon which model will be most effective for the organization, as depicted in Figure 1.
The ‘Seat at the Table’ model is the most effective model for red teaming; however, it requires
significant command advocacy and unhindered access to the commander. The ‘Hug a Planner’
and ‘Intel Analyst Gone Wild’ models focus at the lower levels of the organization, provide a
robust interaction between red and blue teams, and can provide timely generation of red teaming
products that influence how the organization views the problems it is facing. However, both
models accomplish this in spite of organizational barriers and a lack of processes that integrate
independent red teaming viewpoints. The ‘Tiger Team’ model is most effective when the
organization desires a capability to analyze its internal processes. The ‘Ad-Hoc’ model has the
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potential for effectiveness, specifically in providing a robust interaction between the red team
and other staff sections within the organization. However, this model has the greatest potential
for failure due to minimal training and lack of resident knowledge in how to integrate red
teaming within the organization’s processes. All models suffer from the absence of doctrine,
established standards, and organizational barriers, and require the building of personal
relationships in order to accomplish its mission. These considerations are the subject of the next
section, which provides recommendations for the effective utilization of red teaming at the MEF
and MEB level.
Red Team Model

Organizational Conditions
Integration
Interaction
Independence

“Seat at the Table”
3d MAW fusion cell,
2004-2005

High

Moderate

High

Moderate

High

Low

Low

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Low

Low

Moderate

High

Low

“Hug a Planner”
RC(SW) Red Team,
2011-2012

“Tiger Team”
2d MAW(Fwd) Red Team,
2011

“Intel Analysts
Gone Wild”
COMISAF Red Team,
2011-2012

“Ad-Hoc”
NATO AltA Group,
2011-present

Figure 1: Comparison of the five red teaming models
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Characteristics
-Principle staff equivalent
-CG advocacy essential
-CG’s ‘trusted agent’
-Organization-wide focus
-Sub-directorate w/i G-5
-Utilized early in planning
process
-Subject to organizational
obstacles / bureaucracy
-OPT, WG level focus
-Special staff under COS
-Seeking organizational
efficiencies
-Internal focus on processes
and procedures
-Sub-directorate w/i G-2
-Subject to organizational
obstacles / bureaucracy
-Project-level focus
-Focus is w/i JPG
-Can be utilized throughout
staff
-Temporary in nature
-Project-level focus

Recommendations
Doctrine must be developed. As previously discussed, providing MEF and MEB red
teams with the tools to effective accomplish its mission is essential. Currently, red teaming writ
large has no overarching guidance or formal set of best practices. While the University of
Foreign Military and Cultural Studies publishes a well-written and comprehensive red team
handbook for the practitioner, there are no fundamental set of principles by which the red team
community can guide their actions in support of MEF or MEB objectives. The perception of
constraint by adopting mandated conventional rigid processes lead some to believe it will inhibit
some aspects of thought freedom that are considered vital to the red team’s resourceful thinking.
However, with no proof that process impedes effective red team analysis, the normalization of
red teaming through doctrine will only strengthen it in execution. Additionally, doctrine would
provide taxonomy of terms and a shared understanding throughout the Marine Corps on the
capabilities and limitations of red teaming.
One size does not fit all. Each MEF and MEB needs to decide how it is going to
structure, emplace, and utilize its red team. If the MEF leadership has a firm understanding of
the capabilities of the red team, and how the team can add value, then the red team will have a
greater chance in accomplishing its mission of challenging an organization’s way of thinking.
How the red team accomplishes its mission is up to the MEF or MEB to decide. As previously
mentioned, there are a number of placement options open to the MEF or MEB leadership when
deciding where and how the red team will be utilized. This will allow the red team to be more
effective at accomplishing its objectives and allow the organization the flexibility to use the red
team to maximum effect.
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Organizational culture matters. The single greatest facilitator (or obstacle) to effective
red teaming will be directly tied to the culture of the organization. MEF leadership can find
more comfort and trust working within their current networks and processes despite the fact that
the mindset will likely be quiet similar, thus repressing alternative thought. Proven human bias
and cognitive challenges fall to challenges of information being most accepted when it confirms
already held judgments. 60 Additionally, the environment of the organization may suppress the
red team when challenging deeply held assumptions or offering new ideas. “New ideas must
pass over a number of hurdles before it is embraced as an organizational product.” 61 The key is
for MEF/MEB leadership to understand and accept this phenomenon, and then take steps to
foster an environment that not only tolerates, but values internal criticism and challenge.
Personal relationships matter…build them early and often. An important task for a red
team is to convince the staff that the team is not a threat; rather, it adds value to their efforts.
This is done in a number of ways, which includes discreet, professional feedback and a
persuasive approach. This does not mean friction will not be produced as a result of a red team
point of view; red teaming by its very nature creates friction. The fundamentally different
mission the red team is chartered to accomplish necessitates an understanding of the importance
of personal relationships, and building those relationships as early and as quickly as possible.
Building personal relationships help the red team overcome organizational obstacles, and
ultimately allow the red team to become more effective.
Utilize the Red Team as an analytic ‘maneuver element’. The red team requires the
flexibility and independence to be utilized internally across the organization and externally to
higher, adjacent, and subordinate units. This freedom of movement is essential to provide
horizontal staff integration, maintain situational awareness, and aid in decision-making. Staff
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sections tend to get stove-piped and locked into their processes; whereas, if the red team
preserves some maneuver space, and maintains the ability to gather fresh, raw data, it will be
disproportionately valuable compared to the time invested. This will also help facilitate red team
effectiveness and provide the team with greater ability to interact with the ‘blue’ team.
Red Team diversity. Diversity and multiple perspectives within the red team are
essential. The red team gains ideas and insight that a homogenous group would likely not see.
Additionally, a blend of personality profiles enhances the team’s capabilities and effectiveness.
The Multi-National Force-Iraq red team after action review states, “A team that has both
introverts-extroverts, innovators-sensing, and so on will be more agile in applying the red team
capabilities in support of the organization…an important attribute was the ability to leverage the
team’s personality diversity to achieve common goals.” 62 As the case studies showed, diversity
was an essential ingredient in red team effectiveness.
Red Team battle rhythm: Finding the ‘sweet spot’. While every team will operate
differently, red teams should strive to operate by apportioning its time and resources based on a
‘one-thirds’ model. This consisted of one-third of a team’s time and resources spent on moving
through a deliberate roster of pre-planned topics or executing a long-term, command deck
chartered study. Another third will be spent on ‘pop-up’ tasks as the MEF/MEBs mission and
battle rhythm evolves. Finally, one-third of a team’s effort should be based on self-generated
opportunities, leveraging the team’s organic expertise of its diverse membership, and its ability
to ‘float’ across different staff sections and identify relevant but unaddressed topics. This will
ultimately make the red team more effective, and also allow the team to create opportunities to
influence how the organization views the problems it faces.
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Adaptability is essential. This insight is hardly unique to red teaming, but worth
emphasizing. Every MEF and MEB staff is different; moreover, the same staff will behave
differently at different points due to a new mission focus or unanticipated event. Therefore, the
red team must retain the ability to adapt and evolve to the requirements placed upon it. Red
teaming has no formal doctrine and is one of the least defined capabilities within the MEF and
MEB staff. These conditions present opportunities to adapt and evolve the concept within this
particular operational space and time in order to remain relevant to the Commander and his staff.
The role of the MAGTF Staff Training Program (MSTP). MSTP must play a critical role
in establishing, maintaining, and ensuring red teams within MEFs and MEBs are prepared and
understand their role within the organization. Additionally, MSTP must provide the MEF and
MEB leadership with information regarding best practices and effective utilization of red teams.
This information should be specific and based on the needs of each individual MEF or MEB.
Additionally, it must provide a recommendation to each MEF or MEB on red team placement
options in order to ensure MEF and MEB red teams are effectively utilized and provide the
organization with timely and relevant input that aids decision making and influences how the
organization views the problems it is facing.

Conclusion
The lack of knowledge and understanding on how red teaming can be executed and
methods that can be employed at the Marine Expeditionary Force (MEF) and Marine
Expeditionary Brigade (MEB) level in order to facilitate mission accomplishment for the red
team are an obstacle for the concept to fully be implemented. Conceptually, what a red team
does seems straightforward; however, how it does its job and how the organization’s mission
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focus determines placement of the red team within the organization is lacking within the body of
literature written on red teaming. Additionally, is also concluded that the notion of direct and
frequent access to the commander is not an essential requirement for the red team to be
successful. Early, iterative, and professional feedback, which challenges the organization’s
prevailing notions at an ‘oblique angle’, will help build an enhanced situation understanding,
provide value to the process, and build credibility for the red team. Finally, ensuring effective
red teaming necessitates an organizational understanding of how, when and where the red team
can provide the greatest contribution to the critical processes of the organization. This requires a
decision by the senior leadership of the organization on where to place the red team within the
organization, what areas the red team will focus on, and how the red team will interact with the
rest of the organization.
The red team is chartered with a completely different mission than any other staff section
within a MEF or MEB. Its tasks include challenging an organization’s prevailing notions,
rigorously test current TTPs, and counter groupthink in order to ultimately increase their
organization’s effectiveness, improve decision making, and aid in accomplishing the
organization’s end state. The red team accomplishes this by gaining the trust of other staff
officers within the organization, maintaining their credibility by producing salient, timely
products, and effectively communicating their findings in a way that can be constructively
implemented within the organization’s critical processes.
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APPENDIX A: Recommended red team mission, Mission Essential Task List, and operational
approach

The following is a recommended MEF and MEB red team mission statement, Mission
Essential Task List, and an operational approach as depicted in Figure 2.

Mission statement:
Provide (respective MEF/MEB) with a capability that challenges prevailing notions, counters
group think and provides independent perspectives in order to enhance decision making and
increase organizational effectiveness.

Mission Essential Task List:
1. Assist in planning and future operations
1.1 Improve problem identification
1.2 Improve end state definition
1.3 Identify gaps, vulnerabilities, opportunities, and strengths
1.4 Verify and/or challenge planning assumptions
1.5 Promote horizontal staff integration

2. Conduct independent analysis and review
2.1 Participate in OPORD crosswalk & critical review of select annexes
2.2 Conduct directed studies
2.3 Perform independent reviews
2.4 Identify unintended consequences and 2nd/3rd order effects

3. Analyze the operational environment
3.1 Identify critical variables within the operational environment
3.2 Improve problem identification
3.3 Broaden understanding of the variables found in the OE including perspectives of relevant
actors
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Figure 2: Operational Approach for MEF and MEB red teams
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APPENDIX B: Red Teaming and the Marine Corps Planning Process
While the Red Team is not an ‘OPT Red Team’, it is useful to begin mapping new ways
to contribute using the Marine Corps Planning Process (MCPP) as an organizing framework.
Additionally, utilizing MCPP as a framework does not relegate the red team to merely a
‘planner’s aid’, MCPP is used to provide a doctrinal anchor and a common point of departure for
discussing and examining red teaming within the Marine Corps. The following describes a menu
of potential red team inputs, actions, and examples throughout each step of MCPP, as depicted in
Figure 3.
During the Problem Framing step of MCPP, the red team can collaboratively assist
planners in problem framing, or independently assist in problem framing as a breakout team.
Additionally, it can validate or challenge assumptions in discussion, provide an independent
review of key information or actions, actively participate within an OPT or WG, and provide
feedback to OPT or WG leaders.
During Course of Action development, the red team can collaboratively assist in staff
development of the COAs, or independently develop alternative COAs as a breakout team.
Additionally, it can identify potential unintended consequences generated by COAs, validate or
challenge assumptions, or provide an independent review of key information or actions. The red
team can also actively participate within an OPT or Working Group, and provide feedback to
OPT or WG leaders.
During Course of Action war gaming, the red team can assist in the development of war
game scenarios and emulate sources of blue team friction (enemy, HN population, HN
government, and other relevant internal or external actors) in order to identify gaps,
vulnerabilities, opportunities, and strengths of each COA. Additionally, the red team can
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augment the existing intelligence section red cell in order to provide the command a more
developed thinking enemy during the execution of the war game.
Within the Course of Action Comparison and Decision step of MCPP, the red team can
ensure the proposed COAs account for critical variables within the operational environment, and
provide an independent review of key information or actions. Additionally, the red team can
actively participate within an OPT or Working Group and provide feedback to OPT or WG
leaders.
During the Orders Development step of MCPP, the red team can assist in conducting an
orders crosswalk to identify gaps, disconnects or vulnerabilities to the plan based on a critical
review of the base order and annexes. In addition, it can ensure linkage of staff actions to the
desired end state.
During Transition, the red team can participate in branch and sequel planning in order to
help identify unintended consequences, or provide an independent review of branch and sequel
planning. Additionally, directed studies can be conducted throughout any step of the MCPP. 63
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Figure 3: Red Team products and the Marine Corps Planning Process
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APPENDIX C: Project Red Team vs. Enterprise Red Team
This appendix contrasts a project red team and an enterprise red team. There are
fundamental differences between each, and an understanding of both facilitates a decision by
MEF or MEB leadership on which type of red team it will choose to utilize, and when. Of note,
the ‘Seat at the Table’ model discussed in this monograph is an example of an enterprise red
team. All other models discussed are examples of project red teams.
The decision to utilize one type or the other is based on specific attributes, as depicted in
Figure 4. The attributes include significance to organization’s existence; scope of red team;
success or cost of failure to the organization; executive sponsor or advocate; nature of
assumptions that will be challenged; tradeoffs; mental framework; team leader characteristics;
team composition, and nature of project or problem. 64 The table highlights differences in these
attributes between a project and enterprise red team. These attributes provide MEF or MEB
leadership a foundation when deciding upon which type of red team is needed within each
organization; however, they are not mutually exclusive. Some attributes detailed within a project
red team can also be present within an enterprise red team, and vice versa. Additionally, this
table is not prescriptive; a MEF or MEB red team can be utilized in both capacities, as required.
Therefore, it is critical MEF or MEB leadership understands of how to utilize their red team,
based on their specific requirements and unique situation.
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ATTRIBUTE
SIGNIFICANCE

PROJECT RED TEAM
Important, urgent, not terminal to
organization

SCOPE

Projects within organization; less
than 50% of enterprise

SUCCESS/COST OF FAILURE

Lower cost or time; better
function or quality; may miss
opportunity
Chief of Staff, Staff directorate,
sub-directorate, program
manager
About design rules, cost, time,
quality and their importance
within an OPT, JPG, or WG.
Cost vs. Time, Function vs.
Quality

EXECUTIVE SPONSOR

ASSUMPTIONS

TRADEOFFS

MENTAL FRAMEWORK

Mission, intermediate objectives,
shorter time horizon

TEAM LEADER

Good leader, manager, critical
thinker
Diverse backgrounds, functional
/ regional expertise

TEAM COMPOSITION

PROJECT / PROBLEM

Specific, scheduled, followed

ENTERPRISE RED TEAM
Existence in jeopardy (overall
mission failure), perhaps over
several years
Affects >75% of organization; its
place within institution, what its
known for in the past
Unknown for year; unclear; end
of the enterprise is the risk,
overall mission failure
Commanding General

Values; capacity to change;
available leadership, will, skill,
external trends
Politics, power, history, risk of
error, investment, people, current
vs. future
External trends, internal values,
campaign objectives, long time
horizon
Trusted agent, Strategic thinker,
organizer, critical thinker
Executive, planner, political,
behavior, technology trends (plus
same as project)
Unclear; blind alleys; exploratory

Figure 4: Characteristics of Project and Enterprise Red Teams
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